Light on vision and movement

An obituary of Ragnar Arthur Granit

Professor Granit, formerly professor of neurophysiology, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, and director of the neurophysiology department, The Nobel Institute of Neurophysiology, who died in March this year aged 90, made major and pioneering contributions in vision physiology and motor control by muscular afferents. For his discoveries in vertebrate vision physiology he was awarded the Nobel prize for physiology or medicine in 1967, along with Haldon Keffer Hartline and George Wald.

The perception of light and colour by the visual apparatus involves absorption of radiation energy by chromophores in the sensory cells of the retina, and transduction of this information into nerve impulses, which are directed towards the brain. Ramon y Cajal's histological studies had shown that the retina is a nervous structure. The receptor and horizontal cells in the outer retinal layer are connected to the bipolar cells. The bipolar and amacrine cells in turn are connected to the ganglion cells. Considering the system of retinal interconnections, the ganglion cells convey the information made up by the total contribution of four cell types. It was Granit's idea to study the electrophysiology of the retina, and Ramon y Cajal's histological work on the retina formed the basis. Granit's method, which was later used by others, consisted of removing the cornea and lens and placing glass-insulated wire electrodes on the retinal tissue. His initial studies in 1932 were on the electroretinogram and analysis of its components. He provided evidence in 1934 to suggest that light can produce inhibition of signals in addition to excitation. This was another important contribution in vision physiology.

His foremost contribution for which he was distinguished with the Nobel prize was his work related to colour vision. The basic foundation of Granit's work was provided by the trichromacy theory, which was proposed to explain colour vision by Young and later modified by Helmholtz (the Young-Helmholtz theory). The theory proposed that there are three primary colour receptors in the retina—blue, green and red. Any individual colour in the continuous spectrum of colours is perceived on stimulation of these three hypothetical receptors in different proportions. This was based on Newton's work, which showed that any colour, including white light, can be decomposed into a few simple primary colours, and these mixed back again to give rise to the original colour. Different proportions of the three primary colours, blue (400 nm), green (540 nm) and red (575 nm) can match any given colour. Granit's experimental work on the cat retina using glass-insulated microelectrode studies of neuron activity of the retina exposed to the spectrum of light frequencies provided the first experimental support for the trichromacy theory. He found that the neural discharges from the retinal units were grouped around three wavelengths, each unit responding to either the blue, green or red part of the spectrum. The recordings made by Granit (1945) were most likely from ganglion cells of the retina. The retinal elements which responded to a narrow band of the spectrum were designated as 'modulators'. In addition, he distinguished retinal elements which showed a broad distribution of spectral sensitivity, designated as 'dominators'.

Granit's research interests subsequently shifted to principles of muscle control and movement by sensory organs in the muscle sensing muscle length (muscle spindles) and tension (tendon organs). The muscle spindles are widely scattered throughout the fleshy parts of the muscle and attached to extrafusal fibres at both ends. Each spindle contains thin muscle fibres known as intrafusal fibres, which are innervated by axons called gamma fibres, whose capacity for making spindles discharge was demonstrated by L. Leskell in Granit's laboratory. Subsequent studies by Granit and his colleagues showed that localized sites in the brain and the cerebellum which excited or inhibited the motor or alpha neurons had parallel actions on the gamma motoneurons. Their experimental work supported the concept of the gamma loop, and the linked alpha and gamma action. Breakdown of this loop was observed after ablation of the cerebellum. The studies led to the clinical differentiation of alpha and gamma rigidities and understanding of the clinical symptoms of dysmetria. Other significant findings were the differentiation of tonic from phasic motoneurons and the phenomenon of recurrent inhibition. He defined the muscle spindles as sensory-motor end organs, whose function was related to both the measurement of muscle length and the control of muscle action.

Granit was born on 30 October 1900 in Helsingfors, Finland. He graduated from the Swedish Normal-Lyceum, Helsink, in 1919, took the M Phil and MD degrees in 1923 and 1927 respectively at Helsinki University, and served there as professor of physiology during 1935-1940. The formative years of his research career were spent in Charles Sherrington's laboratory in Oxford, and at the Johnson Foundation, University of Pennsylvania. It was during this period that his interests in retinal physiology were established. In 1940 he was invited to a research chair in neurophysiology at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm. From 1945 onwards he was director of the Nobel Institute of Neurophysiology, from where he retired in 1967.
He received honorary degrees from a number of reputed universities, such as Oslo, Oxford, Chicago, Pisa and Helsinki, and was honoured with distinguished medals such as Retzius, Purkinje, Sherrington, Donders and others. He was president of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, a Foreign Member of the Royal Society (London), the National Academy of Sciences (Washington), the Danish Royal Society, the Academia dei Lincei (Rome) and others. He was elected an Honorary Fellow of the Indian Academy of Sciences in 1964.

Some of his books which are held in high regard and referenced are Sensory Mechanisms of the Retina (1947, 2nd edn, 1963); Receptors and Sensory Perception (1955) based on the Silliman lectures delivered at Yale University, Charles Scott Sherrington: An Appraisal (1966), The Basis of Motor Control (1970), and The Purposeful Brain, besides others.
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MEETINGS/SYMPOSIA/SEMINARS

International Conference and Exhibition on Advances in Materials Science and Processes

Date: 15–19 February 1992
Place: Bombay, India

Topics include: Materials science—Structural analysis, structures/properties/interrelationships/interfaces, heat treating/surface engineering; Materials—Metals alloys—intermetallics, ceramics, polymers, advanced composites, engineered/electronic/transportation/energy systems/biomaterials/superconductors; Processing and process control—Raw materials, near-net shape manufacturing, DAD/CAM/intelligent processing, monitoring and control, joining of materials, thermal spray/coatings, characterization/testing/reliability/quality. There will be two technical sessions on 'Emerging materials technologies' and 'Wear-resistant materials'.

Contact: Prof. P. Ramakrishnan
Convener, IMAPS '92
Department of Metallurgical Engineering
Indian Institute of Technology
Bombay 400 076, India
Phone: (91) 22 322 4077, 406943, 5783579, 5782545
Telex: (91) 111 73135 ITB 1N
Fax: (91) 22 322 4078

International Symposium on Environmental Sensing

Date: 22–26 June 1992
Place: Berlin, Germany

The symposium includes separate sessions on: Lidar for remote sensing; Optical methods in atmospheric chemistry; Monitoring toxic chemicals and biomarkers; Industrial, municipal, and medical waste incineration diagnostics and control; Industrial, municipal, and medical waste incineration, and also short courses on the following topics—Trace environmental gas analysis; Lidar for environmental monitoring; Distributed optical fibre sensing; Fibre optic chemical and biochemical sensors for environmental monitoring; Spectroscopic techniques for monitoring toxic chemicals; problems, standards, and regulations in environmental monitoring.

Contact: International Symposium on Environmental Sensing
EUROPTO
c/o Direct Communications, Xantener Strasse 22
D-1000 Berlin 15, Germany
Telephone: (49) 30 883 95 07
Fax: (49) 30 882 20 28

International Measurement Confederation (IMEKO)—14th Symposium on Photonic Measurements

Date: 1–3 June 1992
Place: Sopron, Hungary

Topics include: Techniques of photonic measurements (radiometry, photometry, colorimetry), characterization of photodetectors with emphasis on multidimensional and fibre optic sensors, Application of photonic measurements in biology and medical investigations, photonic techniques in environmental control (water/air pollution studies), robotics vision; and physics and properties of photodetectors.

Contact: Dr J. Schanda
Chairman of IMEKO TC 2
A 1030 Vienna, Kegelgasse 27
Austria
Tel: (43) 1 753 187
Telex: (43) 111 151 IEA
Fax: (43) 713 0838

Workshop on Statistical Methods for Ecologists

Date: December 1991
Place: Pune

Lectures on topics including (a) exploratory data analysis, (b) sampling theory, (c) population growth models, (d) diversity indices, (e) time series analysis, (f) survival analysis, (g) regression analysis, etc. On hand computer training, including use of various statistical packages.

Contact: Dr A.V. Kharshikar
Department of Statistics
University of Poona
Pune 411 007
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